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problem-solving skills, 9–10
process adjustments, 366
process flow, 23–25, 24
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procurement documents
  defined, 465
  in Solicitation process, 308
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    process, 214
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procurement management, 44–45,
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procurement process, 56, 465
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project management software, 244
project managers, 6
for charters, 88
defined, 467
skills for, 7–11
project overview documents for, 54
in Initiation process, 48–49
Project Plan Development process, 37, 230, 250
defined, 467
EVM in, 251–252
inputs in, 439
methodology in, 250–251
outputs in, 252–253, 439
PMIS in, 251
stakeholder skills and knowledge in, 251
Project Plan Execution process, 37, 268–269
defined, 467
general management skills in, 272
inputs in, 269–271, 444
meetings for, 272
organizational procedures in, 274
outputs in, 274–275, 444
skills and knowledge in, 272
status review in, 273–274
work authorization systems in, 273
project planning methodology, 250–251, 467
project plans
  Cost Budget Baseline process, 248–249, 249
defined, 467
exam essentials, 258
key terms, 259
Kitchen Heaven project, 253–257
Project Plan Development process, 250–253
review questions, 260–266
Schedule Development process.
  See Schedule Development process summary, 257–258
project presentations, 294, 467
Project Procurement Management, 44–45, 45, 213, 467
project products, 107
project progress, 323–324
Project Quality Management, 41, 41, 467
project records, 294, 467
project reports, 294, 467
project requirements, 51
Project Risk Management, 43, 44, 467
project schedules, 245–247, 246, 468
project scope, 468
Project Scope Management, 38–39, 39, 468
project selection methodologies, 74
applying, 82–83
criteria in, 48, 75–76, 468
methods in, 76–82
needs analysis, 75
power players in, 76
prioritizing projects, 74–75
project sponsors, 89, 468
project staff, 150
project status, 192
Project Time Management, 39,
40, 468
projectized organizations, 14–16,
15, 468
projects, 2
characteristics of, 5
defined, 466
exam essentials, 26
in functional organizations, 13–14
initiating. See Initiation process
key terms, 27
life cycles, 20–21
vs. operations, 3
in Qualitative Risk Analysis, 193
review questions, 28–34
stakeholders in, 3–5, 4
summary, 25–26
publishing
scope management plans, 113
scope statements, 111
punishment power, 286
PV (planned value), 326–327, 464
PV (present value), 80–81, 464
outputs in, 442
risk probability analysis in,
193–199
risk ranking in, 199–200
Quality Assurance process, 320
defined, 468
improvements in, 323
inputs in, 321, 445
outputs in, 445
tools and audits in, 322
quality audits, 322, 468
quality constraints, 6, 56
Quality Control process, 358
cost of quality in, 359–360
outputs in, 366, 449
Pareto diagrams in, 363–364, 364
process variances in, 362–363
scatter diagrams in, 364, 365
statistical sampling in, 365
trend analysis in, 366
quality management, 41, 41
quality management plans, 321, 469
Quality Planning process, 176
benchmarking in, 178
benefit/cost analysis in, 178
cost of quality in, 180–182
defined, 469
flowcharts in, 179, 179
inputs in, 177–178, 440
outputs in, 182–183, 440
quality policies, 177
Quantitative Risk Analysis process,
200–201
decision tree analysis in,
202–203, 202
defined, 469
qualified seller lists, 308, 468
Quantitative Risk Analysis process, 192
defined, 468
inputs in, 192–193, 442
inputs in, 442–443
interviews in, 201–202
outputs in, 203–204, 442–443
sensitivity analysis in, 202
simulation in, 203
quantitatively based durations, 158
quotations in Solicitation Planning, 214

R
R.E.P. (Registered Education Provider), 412–413
RAMs (Responsibility Assignment Matrices), 146, 470
ranking risk, 197, 199–200
realism in goals, 51
rebaselining, 355
recaps in listening, 291
receivers in information exchange, 288–289
records in Information Distribution process, 294
referent power, 286
Registered Education Provider (R.E.P.), 412–413
regulations, 177–178, 414, 469
relationships in PDM, 154
releasing team members, 393–394
reports
in Contract Administration process, 318
in Information Distribution process, 294
in performance. See Performance Reporting process
in Risk Management Planning process, 186
truthful, 413–414
requests for information (RFIs), 214
requests for quotation (RFQs), 214
requirements, 51
for change, 348
defined, 469
in scope statements, 109–110
requirement cycle in contracts, 315
reserve time, 158, 469
residual risks, 208, 469
resolving conflicts, 291–293
resource-based methods, 242
resource calendars, 232, 469
resource capabilities, 157, 469
resource costs, 470
resource histograms, 147, 147, 469
resource leveling, 242–243, 469
Resource Planning process, 140
Cost Estimating process, 160–165
defined, 470
exam essentials, 166
inputs in, 141–142, 435–436
key terms, 167
Kitchen Heaven project, 163–165
organizational plans, 142–148, 147
outputs in, 435–436
resource requirement documentation, 142
review questions, 168–174
Staff Acquisition process, 148–150
summary, 165–166
time estimates, 150–159
resource pool descriptions, 141, 231–232, 470
resource rates, 161, 470
resource requirements
defined, 470
defining, 84–85
documenting, 142
in Schedule Development process, 247–248
skills and roles, 85
resources
assigning, 145–148
defined, 469
in functional organizations, 14
identifying, 85
responsibilities, assigning, 146
Responsibility Assignment Matrices (RAMs), 146, 470
retail store case study. See Kitchen Heaven project case study
return on investment (ROI), 105
reverse resource allocation scheduling, 243, 470
review questions
change control, 373–379
charters, 95–101
closeouts, 398–402
Initiation process, 65–73
Performance Reporting process, 336–342
planning controls, 222–228
professional responsibilities, 423–431
project plans, 260–266
projects, 28–34
Resource Planning process, 168–174
scope statements and WBS, 131–137
Team Development process, 299–305
revised cost estimates, 356–357
revisions, 356–357, 470
reward and recognition systems, 281, 470
reworks, 366, 470
RFIs (requests for information), 214
RFPs (requests for proposal), 214
RFQs (requests for quotation), 214
risk analysis
categories of, 188–189
qualitative. See Qualitative Risk Analysis process
quantitative. See Quantitative Risk Analysis process
risk avoidance, 205–206
risk events, 184, 187, 470
Risk Identification process, 187–189
in Activity Duration Estimating process, 157
assumptions analysis in, 191
checklists in, 191
defined, 470
information gathering in, 189–190
inputs in, 188–189, 441–442
outputs in, 191–192, 441–442
risk management, 43, 44
Risk Management Planning process, 184–187, 437, 471
risk management plans, 186–197, 470
Risk Monitoring and Control process, 366–367
defined, 471
inputs in, 449
outputs in, 368–369, 449
tools and techniques for, 367–368
risk priorities, 368
risk probability analysis, 193
assumptions testing in, 196–197
data precision ranking in, 197
impact in, 193–194
PI matrices in, 194–196
risk ranking, 199–200
Risk Response Planning process, 204–205
acceptance in, 207
contingency planning in, 207
defined, 471
inputs in, 443–444
mitigation in, 206–207
outputs in, 208–209, 443–444
risk avoidance in, 205–206
transference in, 206
risk response plans, 208, 471
ROI (return on investment), 105
roles
assigning, 146
documenting, 85
stakeholder, 53

S
safety and security needs, 283
sample variance, 361–362, 361
sampling, 365
scales of probability, 193–194
scatter diagrams, 364, 365
schedule change control systems, 354, 471
schedule constraints, 56–57
Schedule Control process, 353–354
defined, 471
inputs in, 448
outputs in, 355, 448
variances in, 354–355
Schedule Development process, 230–231
coding structure in, 244
defined, 471
duration compression in, 240–241
inputs in, 231–233, 438–439
mathematical analysis in
CPM, 234–236, 237
GERT, 237
PERT, 237–240
outputs in, 245–248, 246, 438–439
project management software in, 244
resource leveling heuristics in, 242–243
simulation in, 241–242
schedule management plans, 247
schedule performance index (SPI), 328, 471
schedule updates, 355, 471
schedule variance (SV), 327–328, 471
Scope Change Control process, 351
defined, 471
inputs in, 352, 448
outputs in, 352–353, 448
scope changes, 471
Scope Definition process, 115, 435, 471
scope management, 38–39, 39, 113–114
scope management plans, 113, 472
Scope Planning process, 104
alternatives identification in, 106
defined, 472
inputs in, 105, 435
outputs in, 435
product analysis in, 106
tools and techniques in, 105–106
scope statements, 106–107
approving and publishing, 111
defined, 472
deliverables in, 108
exam essentials, 129
exclusions from, 111
key terms, 130
objectives in, 108–109
project justification in, 107
project product in, 107
requirements in, 109–110
review questions, 131–137
summary, 128–129
supporting detail in, 111
updating, 124
Scope Verification process, 323, 447–448, 472
scoring models, 78, 472
screening systems in vendor selection, 312, 472
secondary risks, 208, 472
self-actualization, 283
self-esteem needs, 283
seller invoices, 317, 472
seller lists, 308
senders in information exchange, 288
sensitivity analysis, 202
SF (start-to-finish) relationships in PDM, 154
should cost estimates, 312
sign-off for charters, 90
in Project Plan Development process, 253
simulation defined, 472
in Quantitative Risk Analysis process, 203
in Schedule Development process, 241–242
skills communication. See communication skills
documenting, 85
for project managers, 7–11
in Project Plan Execution process, 272
slack time, 234, 472
SMART rule, 51
smoothing in conflict resolution, 292
social needs in Initiation process, 47
in needs hierarchy, 283
soft logic, 153
solicitation cycle in contracts, 315
Solicitation process, 308–309
Contract Administration process in, 316–320
defined, 472
input and output summary, 445
vendor selection in. See Source Selection process
Solicitation Planning process, 213–215, 441, 472
Source Selection process, 309–310
contract awards in, 314–315
contract negotiation in, 311
defined, 472
evaluation criteria in, 310–311
independent estimates in, 312
input and output summary, 445–446
screening systems in, 312
weighting systems in, 311–314
SOWs (statements of work), 213, 473
special cause variances, 362, 473
specificity in goals, 51
SPI (schedule performance index), 328, 471
sponsors for charters, 89
as stakeholders, 4
SS (start-to-start) relationships in PDM, 154
Staff Acquisition process, 148–150, 440, 473
staffing assignments as constraints, 144
staffing management plans, 147, 147
staffing pool descriptions, 148–149, 473
staffing requirements, 142, 473
stage gates, 21
stakeholders, 3–5, 4, 52, 416
communicating with, 53–54
competing needs of, 416
conflicts of interest with, 409
constraints with, 416–417
defined, 473
identifying, 52–53
issues and problems with, 416–417
in organizational plans, 145
in Project Plan Development process, 251
roles of, 53
standard deviation in project duration, 239–240
standards in Quality Planning process, 177–178, 473
start-to-finish (SF) relationships in PDM, 154
start-to-start (SS) relationships in PDM, 154
starvation ending type, 384, 473
statements of work (SOWs), 213, 473
statistical sampling, 365, 473
status reports, 325
status review meetings, 273–274, 473
steering committees, 75, 473
Storming stage in Team Development process, 277
strategic plans, 48
Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis, 190
strong matrix organization, 17, 19
subprojects, work packages as, 123
supporting detail defined, 473
in organizational plans, 147–148
in Project Plan Development process, 253
in Schedule Development process, 247
in scope statements, 111
SV (schedule variance), 327–328, 471
SWOT (Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats) analysis, 190
System Dynamics models, 154

T
T&M (time and materials) contracts, 212, 474
TABs (technical assessment boards), 348
tangibility in goals, 51
team-building skills, 10–11
Team Development process, 275–276
collocation in, 280
defined, 474
effective teams, 279–280
exam essentials, 298
focus in, 278–279
inputs in, 445
key terms, 298
Kitchen Heaven project, 294–296
motivation in, 281–286
outputs in, 287, 445
review questions, 299–305
summary, 297
team-building activities, 277–278
training in, 280–281
team members
conflicts of interest with, 410
negotiating for, 149
releasing, 393–394
team preferences as constraints, 144
technical assessment boards (TABs), 348
technical interfaces, 143
technical performance measurements, 368
technical review boards (TRBs), 348
technical risks, 188
technical skills, 8
technological advances in Initiation process, 46
technology constraints, 57
templates
   network, 155
   in organizational plans, 145
Theory X, 285, 474
Theory Y, 285, 474
time and materials (T&M) contracts, 212, 474
time constraints, 6, 56
time estimates, 150–151
   Activity Definition process in, 151–152
   Activity Duration Estimating process in, 156–159
   Activity Sequencing process in, 152–156, 153–155
time frames
   in goals, 51
   in projects, 5
time management, 39, 40
timing in communications, 125
tolerable results, 359, 474
top-down estimating, 157–158
total slack, 234
training
   cultural issues in, 420
   in Team Development process, 280–281
   transfer in Risk Response Planning process, 206, 474
   Transmission in information exchange, 289
   TRBs (technical review boards), 348
trend analysis defined, 474
   in Performance Reporting process, 325
   in Quality Control process, 366
   in Quantitative Risk Analysis process, 204
   triggers in Risk Identification process, 192, 474
truthfulness, 407, 413–414

U
uniqueness of projects, 3, 5
updates
   in Cost Control process, 357
   in Schedule Control process, 355
scope statements, 124

V
VAC (variance at completion), 329, 474
Value Engineering, 40
variables in scatter diagrams, 364
variance analysis defined, 474
in Performance Reporting process, 325
in Schedule Control process, 354–355

variance at completion (VAC), 329, 474

variances
- in Cost Control process, 356
- in Performance Reporting process, 327–328
- in Quality Control process, 361–363, 361
- in Schedule Control process, 354–355

vendor lists in Solicitation process, 308

vendor selection, 309–310
- contract awards in, 314–315
- contract negotiation in, 311
- evaluation criteria in, 310–311
- independent estimates in, 312
- screening systems in, 312
- weighting systems in, 311–314

vendors, gifts from, 408–409

verbal communication, 289

verification
- in deliverable decomposition, 117
- Scope Verification process, 323, 447–448

W

WBS. See work breakdown structure (WBS)

WBS dictionary, 123, 474

weak matrix organization, 17–19, 18

weighting systems
- in project selection, 78
- in vendor selection, 311–314, 475

What-if analysis, 241

withdrawal in conflict resolution, 292

work authorization systems, 273

work breakdown structure (WBS), 104
- creating, 115–116
- defined, 475
- deliverables in, 116–118
- exam essentials, 129
- identifiers for, 121–122
- key terms, 130
- Kitchen Heaven project, 126–128, 127
- levels in, 118–120, 119–120
- milestones in, 123–124
- review questions, 131–137
- summary, 128–129
- work packages, 122–124, 475
- work periods, 156

work results
- in Contract Administration process, 317
- in Project Plan Execution process, 275

workarounds, 369, 475

written communications, 289

Z

zero defects theory, 180, 475